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From time to time we have customers specify bellows accordion skirting as “safety 
skirting” for lifts or even industrial tilters.  Skirts may be perceived as a safety device, 
however, we recommend against this perception as a guard or safety device for a 
number of reasons. 
 
We say perception because, if the bellows skirting is being used to shield or otherwise 
“guard” hands or feet from under platform or nip and pinch hazards, it should be 
appreciated that the danger still exists.  Hands or feet placed under the platform while 
a lift is moving could easily become caught, pinched or even crushed right through the 
flexible accordion skirting. 
 
Another issue is the ANSI Standard MH29.1, which provides for the safety 
requirements of industrial scissors lifts and tilters.  This standard has provisions for 
platform protection.  The standard allows for “skirts” as one of the choices for that 
platform protection.  Specifically, the ANSI Standard states in paragraph 6 – platform 
protection: 
 
6.1.1.2 Skirts.  Skirts of metal or wood or other material of similar strength and rigidity 
shall be provided and attached to the platform to protect the exposed entrapment 
area. 
 
Accordion bellows skirts are a popular option, but it is in the best practices of the 
material handling industry to apply and refer to accordion or bellows skirts as 
“protective devices” not “safety devices or guards”.  The lift industry does not present 
flexible accordion skirts as “safety devices” because they clearly do not meet the 
minimal requirements of the ANSI Standard, as it defines and promotes safety. 
 
The use of bellows skirts to protect the components of the lift is encouraged, to 
minimize dirt and debris from getting under the lift, to create a more aesthetically 
pleasing work environment, to reduce over spray on the hydraulic cylinders in paint 
booth application or to aid in “housekeeping”.  These are all good reasons to consider 
bellows skirts on lift and tilters, but they should not be considered a “safety device”. 
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